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YOUR FREEDOM
IS OUR
PHILOSOPHY
Since 1960 KNAUS has unswervingly devoted itself to making
unforgettable vacation moments come true. We combine what is proven
with what is new with all our experience and the courage to strike out
on new paths. In production, we build on Lower Bavarian craftsmanship,
whilst in the development of new vehicles we focus on state-of-the-art
construction and production techniques. This combination of proven
principles and innovative ideas makes us one of the most successful
brands in the industry. Not to mention the #Number 1 for our customers.

AWARDS
LEGENDE
CAMPER VAN
Number of beds
Seats with seatbelt
Single beds
Transversal bed
Single bed
Bunk bed
Lifting bed
Guest bed
All information may on occasion
contain optional equipment, which can
be provided for an additional charge.

2016 BOXLIFE 600, „The National Motorhome Awards
2016“ winner of the categories “Motorhome of the year”
and “High-top van conversion of the year”

2012 König Kunde Award: 3rd place in the category
“Travel comfort”

2014 BOXSTAR ROAD 540 NKC Kampeerauto van het jaar

2011 König Kunde Award: special prize in the category
„Most familyfriendly brand“ (2011)

2013 König Kunde Award: special prize in the category
„Most familyfriendly brand“

2010 König Kunde Award: special prize in the category
„Most familyfriendly brand“ (2010)

2013 König Kunde Award: 2nd place in the category
“Travel comfort”
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BOXSTAR
OUR LUCKY CHARM

Total permissible weight

3.300 – 3.500 kg

Length (min/max)

541 / 636 cm

Width (outside/inside)

205 / 187 cm

Height (outside/inside)258 - 282 / 190 - 218 cm
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with the
Lena and Theo are travelling in Italy,
BOXSTA R mod els. Join thema bath ing
the south of France, or on Swed en.
vacation in
BOXSTAR LAYOUTS

BOXSTAR ROAD 540

BOXSTAR ROAD 2BE 540

BOXSTAR STREET 600

BOXSTAR FAMILY 600

BOXSTAR LIFETIME 600

BOXSTAR LIFETIME 2BE 600

BOXSTAR SOLUTION 600

BOXSTAR FREEWAY 630

Layouts photographed in this catalogue:
540 ROAD, 600 STREET, 600 LIFETIME,
LIFETIME 2BE, 600 FAMILY, 630 FREEWAY

BOXLIFE
OUR TRANSPORT MASTER

3.300 - 3.500 kg

Total permitted weight
Length (min/max)

541 / 636 cm

Width (outside/inside)

205 / 187 cm

Höhe (outside/inside )

258 / 190 cm

1-4
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mountain
Whether it’s late summer in Belgium, g in Austria :
biking in Switzerland, or relaxed bathinfun for everyone.
Our BOXLIFE models mean lots of

BOXLIFE LAYOUTS

BOXLIFE 540

BOXLIFE 600

BOXLIFE 630

Photographed layouts in this catalogue: 540, 600, 630
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HOW A KNAUS
IS MADE
KNAUS vehicles are popular and in high demand. In order to handle such high
demand, and also to maintain our quality standards, we invest sustainably in our
production sites. As well as the headquarters in Jandelsbrunn and the production site
in Mottgers, Hesse, KNAUS invested in a state-of-the-art production facility in the
Hungarian town of Nagyoroszi in 2015.
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HOW WE BECAME
WHO WE ARE
From a Lower Franconian caravan factory to one of the most
important brands in the industry: Company founder Helmut Knaus
set new standards in 1961 with his first caravan, the legendary
Schwalbennest. A pair of swallows as a logo is now indelibly linked
with the most appealing kind of vacation possible.
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1960 Helmut Knaus founded KNAUS in Marktbreit,
Bavaria.

1985 Things grew quickly. That could also be clearly
seen with the new logo.

1961 The KNAUS Schwalbennest appears on the
market - compact, comfortable, and lightweight.

1988 The TRAVELLER became the first KNAUS
motorhome and was the Promobile “Motorhome of
the Year”.

1962 An icon was born. The KNAUS SÜDWIND
celebrates its première.
1970 The beginning of a new era : our factory in
Jandelsbrunn is built up.
1973 For his courage and pioneering spirit, Helmut
Knaus was awarded the Bundesverdienstkreuz.

1996 The Travel Liner means we now have fully
integrated motorhomes in the product range.
2004 The SUN TI impressed vacationmakers with
its large panorama skylight.
2005 A genuine success story begins. Finally, KNAUS
quality can be seen in a camper van.
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2013 Our camper vans celebrate 25 years of success.
2015 With the SUN I, we make a strong comeback
in the liner segment.
2016 The new generation of Germany’s most
popular partially integrated motorhome came on
the market : the SKY TI.
2016 We are revolutionising an entire industry. THE
MISSION is the path to the future.
2017 With the BOXDRIVE on a VW Crafter, KNAUS
presents the first Caravanning Utility Vehicle; in short:
CUV.

IDEAL TECHNOLOGY
FOR HAPPY TRAVELS
Every KNAUS camper van is fitted with well-designed details
that make a vacation even better. From the practical closing
aid to the automatic side step, we ensure that every day is a
relaxed one.
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1. INSULATION 1
Every KNAUS camper van is insulated such that it is especially free of
thermal bridges. A 12mm polystyrol EPS panel is laid down on the floor,
whilst walls, ceilings and the rear doors feature 16mm thick polyethylene
panels that are bonded into position and are resistant to rot. This means
there are no hollows where water could collect.

2. DRIVER’S CAB 3
The multi-part driver’s cab provides protection from prying eyes as well
as a pleasant option for cutting out light for the evening. The high-quality
pleated blind for the windscreen and the side windows is easy to use.

3. NAVI WITH CAMPING SOFTWARE 3
An entertaining, stress-free journey is also part of a relaxing vacation.
This is provided by our new Pioneer navigation system. With an intuitive
multi-touch user panel, maps for 44 European countries, DAB+ receiver,
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, Parrot Bluetooth hands-free system, and
optimum sound through to 13 band equalisers, it has everything you
would expect from a modern multimedia navigation system. This also
includes 3 years of free map updates.

2

4. FLY SCREEN DOOR 1 & STEP 3
It boils down to the details. These include, for example, the integrated fly
screen door or the optional electric step, which automatically retracts if
forgotten before driving off.

5. CLOSING AID FOR SLIDING DOOR 2
An additional handle is mounted on the inside so that the sliding door can
be easily, and above all, gently closed.

6. ISOFIX CHILD SEAT FASTENER 3
If children are to take part on the journey or are simply en-route, then
it goes without saying that they should be absolutely safe and ideally
protected. For this reason, we provide ISOFIX child seat fasteners in all
camper vans.

7. EXCELLENT TWO-LAYER COLD FOAM MATTRESSES 1
A restful sleep is one of the most important things on vacation. We know
that, and have developed our comfortable cold-foam mattress for that
purpose. With a 2-layer design, these are amongst the best you will ever
find in a camper van.
1

Across all series
Dependent on model
3
Optional
2

We don’t build castles in the sky,
instead we build furniture that creates
a pleasant atmosphere
The expectations made of the furniture in our
camper vans are very high. They are not just met
with pleasing designs and a great deal of storage
space either. Durability, intelligent construction and
technology that impresses for as long as you own it
– those are our standards.

1

3

OPTIMAL ATMOSPHERE
One thing always comes as standard
in our camper vans : A genuinely
pleasing atmosphere. As simple as
that sounds, there is a great deal of
work behind it.
Soft-touch panelling :
We use open-pore soft-touch
moulded parts or foam-lined stretch
fabric in sleeping and seating areas
in all our camper vans. Such soft
surfaces don’t just feel warmer
and more pleasant compared to
typical hard plastic panelling, they
also prevent condensation from
gathering on the surface.
Insulation & furniture fitting :
Our designers, when building camper
vans, aim to create a great atmosphere
in a compact space. This is why we use
innovative solutions in fitting furniture
and insulation that is resistant to rot.

2

5
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1. SOLID FURNITURE 1
What does that mean? Furniture in our camper vans all have a
solid rear wall - meaning a particularly solid structure. They are
not, as is generally typical in the industry, fixed flush with the
vehicle bodywork, which assists development of condensation,
but are an independent unit in themselves. This also ensures
that the furniture is perfectly integrated into the structure.
They fit perfectly into the overall scheme of the vehicle, being
torsion-resistant, solid, and stable, whilst also ensuring perfect
quality even after many years of service.

2. STABILE SOFT-CLOSE FULL-EXTENSION SLIDES 1
Due to the full-extension slide, the ball-bearing mounted
drawers from GRASS, a leading supplier, slide out so far that
they can be filled or emptied easily right to the very back of the
drawer. They are precisely guided and close gently.

3. SCRATCH-RESISTANT HPL/CPL SURFACES 2
High pressure laminates and continuous pressure laminates
are laminates that are specifically used for heavy loads such
as in kitchens. The multi-layer construction is produced under
extremely high pressure, then sealed with an exceptionally
robust surface layer. This makes our work areas and tabletops
(always HPL) and furniture fronts (CPL, depending on model)
particularly scratch-resistant.

4. ADJUSTABLE SOFT-CLOSE DOORS 1
The cupboard doors are fitted with quality soft-close hinges so
that they always close quietly, regardless of how much force
was used to close them. This is for the entire life of the vehicle,
and probably beyond. If a door doesn’t do what it really should,
then the hinge can be easily adjusted if necessary.

5. SOLID DOWELLING TECHNOLOGY 1
Our furniture is joined using elaborate dowelling as standard.
This means we achieve great precision in fitting, as well as a
considerably more stable furniture construction so that your
furniture will still serve you well even after many years.
1

Across all series
Dependent on model
3
Optional
2

(Illustratio

n similar)

OUR BED
VARIANTS FOR
DREAMING ON
Every single centimetre is ideally used in our camper vans. Furthermore, it’s just
how you like it. For example, the generously-proportioned single beds, which can
be extended as longitudinal berths at the back to a large reclining area.

1

2

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

1. E
 xtending single beds. The longitudinal berths at the back
can be easily extended to make a large reclining area.
2. P
 ractical wardrobe. Comfortable single beds, a vehicle
length below 6m, and still space for a practical wardrobe?
1

2

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

Intelligent vehicle construction make it possible. This
example is from the BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME.

KNAUS BED VARIANTS    14

SINGLE BEDS

up to 85 cm wide

up to 200 cm long
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Our invitation for
night owls & contrarians
Our transversal beds are particularly space-saving and offer
you even more storage space in the back. The comfortable
dimensions mean you have enough space to stretch out or
to curl up, just how you like it.

1

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

1. 2
 -layer cold foam mattress. The quality mattress
provides an ideal foundation for restful nights.
2. L
 arge storage space. The space beneath the rear
beds is always optimally used in our camper vans.
Also, if even more storage space is required, then the
2

divided slatted frame can be simply folded up in the
middle, or the entire bed can be removed.

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

KNAUS BED VARIANTS    16

TRANSVERSE BEDS

up to 144 cm wide

up to 194 cm long
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This is how we define
excellent sleep comfort
Do you need more than two beds? No problem. Our optional lifting
beds can be very easily retracted or extended. Whether with a high
roof or not, we have the ideal variant for every layout.

2

1

BOXLIFE 600

1. S
 leep with a view. The optional Midi-Heki
skylight grants a perfect view of a starry sky
and direct access to fresh air.
2. Space-saving. The lifting bed at the back
can be easily retracted and folded upwards
during the day, and lowered a long way
down in the evening. This ensures it can be
accessed without a ladder.

BOXLIFE 600

KNAUS BED VARIANTS    18

LIFTING BED AT BACK

up to 194 cm long

up to 130 cm wide
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BATHROOMS
WELL PREPARED
FOR THE DAY
Straight out of the shower, off on a voyage of discovery. This process
becomes the most pleasant morning routine in the whole world in
our open bath. As we use the passage to the bed, you can enjoy a
particularly large shower cabin.

Protects from rosted
prying eyes : F
glass wind ow
2

BOXLIFE 630

1. O
 ptimal drainage. In the open bath, the
bathtub is set into the floor and has a total of
four drains so that water can still drain away
even if your KNAUS camper van is not on
level terrain.
2. E
 xcellent use of space. The passage to the
bed is used with the open bath in order to
1

achieve maximum freedom of movement.
BOXLIFE 630

KNAUS BATHROOM VARIANTS    20
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A modern classic:
Our compact permanent bath
You can readily do without clinging shower curtains. That was what
we thought when we designed our patented shower curtain with
integrated air hose. This means you can enjoy your bath undisturbed.

1

2

BOXLIFE 540

1. Multi-functional. The tap on the
washbasin can be pulled out so far that
it also acts as a shower head.
2. P
 atented KNAUS shower curtain. The
inflatable air hose is sewn in and keeps
the shower curtain in the bath away
from the body at a distance.

BOXSTAR 600

KNAUS BATHROOM VARIANTS    22
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MODELS
#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE THEY...

are great travel companions,
that have a solution
for every issue.
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WHAT MAKES THE
2BE SO SPECIAL?
It is our response to the demand for a particularly spacious and flexible
2-person layout. Instead of the usual kitchenette-bench combination, the
2BE models present a new kind of generosity. Depending on your wishes or
requirements, it can be used as a storage area, an office, or a dining area.
1

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 2BE

3

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 2BE

2

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 2BE

1. P
 ull-out stool. The extra-stable drawer in
the sideboard can be readily converted to an
additional seat.
2. M
 ultifunctional table. Due to the swivel
function, the table can also be used as a flexible
laptop desk as well as a large dining table.
3. A
 dditional storage space. The sideboard
takes up hardly any room, but the three large
drawers provide a great deal of storage space.

BOXSTAR 540 & 600 LIFETIME 2BE    26

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD 2BE

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 2BE

ad cupboards
e
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as
The swivel table can even be used
an extension of the kitchen worktop
BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 2BE
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540
#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

is compact on the

comes to you with the

also available in an

outside, yet extremely

variable room bath as

innovative 2-person

spacious on the inside.

standard.

layout.

Plenty of room for romance.
Anja has to sit down for a
moment as a result of Theo’s
proposal in Italy. It’s good to
know that the BOXSTAR 540
has a convenient step.

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

e
The innovativ ut
2-person layo

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD 2BE

205 c

My Tip
Johann Hanusch, Product Manager
KNAUS camper vans

„Are you travelling as a pair and are looking for a
particularly flexible living space? I’d recommend
our special 2BE variant in such cases. The reduced
kitchenette means you have a great deal of space that
you can use for your own purposes.” More information
can be found on pages 26 and 27.

m
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BOXSTAR 540 OVERVIEW

2-3

2-4

Layouts : 2
Total permissible weight : 3.300 kg
More information can be found at
www.knaus.com/boxstar540
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Yes to living together!
Preferably forever, and in the
BOXSTAR in Italy, as both have
everything here that makes life
so great.

1

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

be
The benc h c an more
pulled out for
mob ility

2

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

1. C
 osy seating area. Due to a flexible, extending
table, rotating front seats, and a pull-put bench,
there’s always a cosy seating area for up to 4 people.
2. A
 dditional storage space. A spacious storage
area can be found beneath the bench that is easily
accessed both from above and from the side.

BOXSTAR 540 RESIDING & LIVING    32
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW
540 ROAD

bench

540 ROAD 2BE function bench

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

cupboards
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KITCHEN OVERVIEW
540 ROAD

kitchenette

540 ROAD 2BE kitchenette

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD
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Perfection in a private
pasta place. The kitchen is so well equipped,
that Theo prefers to
cook pasta himself rather than go to a restaurant. There is sufficient
space for all herbs on the
extending counter top at
any rate.
BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

1

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD
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so ft-close and maximum
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BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

3

1. D
 rawers with full-extension slides. They
slide out so far that the can be filled easily
right to the very back of the drawer.
2. Q
 uality equipment. Large 2-flame cooker
with electric ignition and stainless steel sink.
3. Q
 ractical 65-litre refrigerator. It offers
plenty of space and a 10 litre freezer
compartment for a refreshing ice cream
in summer.

2
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140 cm
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BED & BATH OVERVIEW
540 ROAD	 
  2-3

room bath/permanent bath

540 ROAD 2BE	    2

room Bath/Permanent bath

More information regarding our beds can be found on pages 14 - 19,
and regarding our bathrooms on pages 20 - 23.

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

BOXSTAR 540 SLEEPING & GROOMING    36
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Dreaming of a future
together. Still reaching
for the stars - the
standard large skylight
and the two-layer cold
foam mattresses make
it possible.

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

1

BOXSTAR 540 ROAD

Frosted glass
wind ow in bathroomn
for qu ick ventilatio
& a pleasant light

1. S
 pacious open bath. So much
freedom of movement in a compact
camper van is only provided by an
open bath that is easy to maintain.
2. B
 athtub with three drains. This is
so that the water reliably drains away,
even if your BOXSTAR with an open
bath is not on 100% level terrain.
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600
#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

has comfortable single

dhas the greatest

is equipped with

beds whilst being under a

variety of layouts of

up to 5 places

length of 6 metres.

all BOXSTARs.

to sleep.

Dynamic foil designs
for an automotive
appearance
Max imum sa fety,
optimal insulation, and e
minimal wind noises du
to the standard Seitz
framed windows

As if it were painted: these layouts leave nothing to
be desired. Lena and Theo have selected the LIFETIME
600 for their trip to the south of France. Even Theo can
properly relax and stretch in the rear beds up to 2.02 m
in length.
sl
Up to 5 places to

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY

yout with
Innovative 2-person la
comfortable single beds

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME 2BE

articularly
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With a h igh lifting bed
c omfortable

BOXSTAR 600 SOLUTION

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

eep

BOXSTAR 600 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS    40
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No need to worry
about uninvited guests
with the fly screen door

2 0 5 cm

599 cm

from 258 to 282 cm

ep
The electric sid e st if
ts
automatic ally retracotten
it h as been forg

BOXSTAR 600 OVERVIEW

2-5

2-4

Layouts : 5
Total permitted weight : 3.300 - 3.500 kg
More information can be found at
www.knaus.com/boxstar600

They adore the large space.
Whether eating, planning, or
laughing - the cosy kitchenette is
the ideal place for Lena and Theo
to enjoy life. As they can arrive
anywhere in their BOXSTAR 600,
there are fresh flowers for Lena
every day.
1

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

2

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

1. R
 otating front seats. Transform the
kitchenette into a cosy seating area.
2. P
 ull-out bench. For more mobility.
This is even allowed when en-route.

BOXSTAR 600 RESIDING & LIVING    42
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

600 STREET

bench

600 FAMILY

bench

600 LIFETIME 2BE

function bench

600 LIFETIME

bench

600 SOLUTION

bench

Soft-close
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The 80-litre
compressor
refrigerator comes
as standard, whilst
there is an option
for an absorber
refrigerator that
can also be operated
with gas

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
600 STREET

galley kitchen

600 FAMILY

galley kitchen

600 LIFETIME 2BE

kitchenette

600 LIFETIME

kitchenette

600 SOLUTION

galley kitchen

BOXSTAR 600 STREET
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Cooking is done with
love here. It’s also done
with fresh herbs from
Provence. Due to the
counter top extension
there is plenty of
preparation space
alongside the spacious
storage units.
.
BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME

1

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

2

Practic al
ward robe
BOXSTAR 600 STREET

3

1. L
 IFETIME kitchen variant. The longer single
beds change the kitchen layout, but certainly
not the high-quality furnishings.
2. R
 efrigerator at a sensible height. The
refrigerator is placed at shoulder level for
maximum comfort in all layouts without
single beds.
3. S
 pacious drawers. The ball-bearing
mounted soft-close full-extension slides are
both extremely durable and simple to use.
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202 X 85 cm

190 X 85 cm

BED & BATH OVERVIEW
600 STREET	  

  2-3

with permanent bath

600 FAMILY	  

  4-5

600 LIFETIME 2BE	  

  2

with permanent bath
with room bath/permanent bath

600 LIFETIME	  

  2-3

with room bath/permanent bath

600 SOLUTION	  

  4

with permanent bath

More information regarding our beds can be found on pages 14 - 19,
and regarding our bathrooms on pages 20 - 23.

BOXSTAR 600 LIFETIME
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Too nice for sleeping.
Lena and Theo would
prefer not to leave the
comfortable beds if at
all possible. They don’t
have to. Due to the large
doorways they have a
grand view from here.

BOXSTAR 600 FAMILY

1

rd ing
Further information regacan be
both bathroom variants
found on pa ges 20-23

r, instead of cold
Attractive material coveevery BOXSTA R
plastic. In
BOXSTAR 600 STREET

BOXSTAR 600 STREET

3

1. F
 AMILY Bed variants. Comfortable and
varied bunk beds make family vacations
in a camper van extremely enjoyable.
2. P
 ermanent bath variant. The classic
permanent bath also has high-quality
furnishings. One special feature: An air
hose is integrated in the shower curtain
to prevent it clinging to the body.
3. S
 TREET bed variants. The comfortable
transversal bed conveys an even greater
sense of space.

2

630
IT IS #NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

provides loads of space

has an impressive sense of

has the innovative

within an external

space due to a standing

standard open bath

length of 6.3 metres.

height of 218 cm.

on board.

igns for an
s
e
d
il
fo
ic
Dynam appearance
automotive

One layout. One statement.
The 630 clears the path
towards and in Sweden. A
relaxed summer by the lake
- which means that the large
storage space is just perfect for
Lena and Theo.

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

up to
S ingle beds ng
200 cm lo

My Tip
Johann Hanusch, Product Manager
KNAUS camper vans

„The BOXSTAR 630 is a genuine globetrotter.
As a result, I recommend the prep for solar units as
well as an additional AGM battery. This means you
are more independent and flexible.“

BOXSTAR 630 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS    50

also h as an
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282 cm

636 cm

205 cm

tomatic ally
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s
The electric h as been forgotten
retracts if it

BOXSTAR 630 OVERVIEW

2-4

4

Layouts : 1
Permitted total weight : 3.500 kg
More information can be found at
www.knaus.com/boxstar630
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At eye level with good fortune.
Theo willingly takes over the
house in the living area with the
convenient standing height.
Lena is thoroughly impressed
with everything.

1

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

2

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

1. A
 great sense of space. Only the BOXSTAR 630 gives
you so much freedom to move.
2. A
 dditional storage space. The high roof as standard
means that the overhead cupboards and also the
storage compartment above the front seats is about
twice as large as in the layouts with a standard roof.
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW
630 FREEWAY bench

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

overhead a
e
s
lo
c
ft
o
large s
king for
Extremely with automatic loc ilst being
cupboards o f stora ge space wh
great deal user-friendly
extremely

The 8 0-litre
erator
compressor refrig d ard,
comes as stan er
wh ilst an absorb le
ailab
refrigerator is av option
as an

o u nt e r t o p
Fold able c with practic al
extension d operation
one-h ande

H PL
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e
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t
13 wh a e and the
e
g
a
p
S e e on s on t h e t a b l t
sur face top c an resis
counter

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
630 FREEWAY kitchenette

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
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A Sunday roast,
every day. Swedish
pancakes always turn
out well on the quality
3-flame cooker. For
this reason, the smell of
pancakes is often found
early in the morning.

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

1

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

1. Spacious refrigerator. The 80-litre
compressor refrigerator comes as
standard. There is also an absorber
refrigerator as an option, which can
also be operated with gas.
2. Foldable counter top extension.
The kitchen can be easily and
quickly extended thanks to onehanded operation.

2

kinds
Open storage areas for all
of objects you want to keep
close at hand

e l e g a nt
h
t
i
w
s
quality
c abinet
C e i l i n g é c o r a n d h i g h- h a n d le s
d
metal

We have developed our own trim
for add itional storage spaces,
loudspeakers, and sockets

190 X 85 cm

200 X 85 cm

BED & BATH OVERVIEW
630 FREEWAY	  

  2-4

with room bath/permanent bath

More information regarding our beds can be found on pages 14 - 19,
and regarding our bathrooms on pages 20 - 23.

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY
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Slept well?
A question that Lena and
Theo have no need to
ask. The two-layer cold
foam mattress ideally
moulds itself to the
individual lying position.

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

1

BOXSTAR 630 FREEWAY

No cold plastic,
b ut a
cover with a so ft pleasant fabric
-touch sur face

o find out ing
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more?
variants c an
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found on pa g
1. G
 enerous storage space. There is
always enough room for luggage
beneath the comfortable single
beds. If more is required, then the
slatted frame can be folded upwards,
resulting in a huge loading volume.
2. Innovative open bath. Fixed shower
cabin, rotating WC, and plenty of
freedom to move. More comfort in a
camper van is not possible.

2

MODELS
#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE THEY...

are sporty all-rounders
that ideally combine living and
transportation.

rilled with the
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A
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WHAT CAN FIT
INTO A BOXLIFE?
Whatever you like. Due to the well-designed construction, you can also
store extremely bulky objects securely in the spacious transport area. It
also means there is no need for luggage racks.

1

BOXLIFE 540

1

BOXLIFE 600

1. M
 ore storage space. By simply placing the
heating and electricity supply beneath the
bench in the living area, you have much
more storage space in the back.
2. M
 aximum number of beds. The compact
structure of the 540 means the optional
lifting bed at the back can be combined
with a single or bunk bed to create full
sleeping areas for three or four people.
2

BOXLIFE 540

BOXLIFE SPECIAL FEATURES    60

BOXLIFE 600
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It is so simple to create a space miracle
from a bedroom
How can space be used most efficiently? Simple: by designing it with several
functions. Why should a bed always remain in one and the same place, when
it can readily be moved for other things that are just as important to you?

BOXLIFE 630

BOXLIFE SPECIAL FEATURES    62

BOXLIFE 600

1

ing
L ower the lift
bed to relax
BOXLIFE 600

1

ge h e i g ht
a
r
o
t
s
r
e
t
qu ire grea ot a problem, as
e
r
u
o
y
o
D
ht? N d
g
i
n
e
h
t
g
d urin read ily adjuste
it c an be
BOXLIFE 600

2

1. F
 rom a bed to a bicycle garage.
The lifting bed in the back of the 600
and 630 models can be manually or
optionally even electrically adjusted
and simply moved up and down.
2. S
 pace for extremely long items. The
partition wall to the living area can
be easily removed. This means you
have a convenient storage space for
transporting extremely long objects
such as fishing rods or paddles.
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540
IT IS #NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

provides 4 comfortable

optionally can also come

is equipped with

places to sleep with a vehicle

with a generously-

a ceiling-height

length of below 5.40 m.

proportioned open bath.

wardrobe.

Always the right size. Anja
and Max are thrilled with the
design of the 540. As it is
extremely compact they can
travel wherever they fancy:
Simply go out and enjoy the
late summer sun.

BOXLIFE 540

atc hed for a gth
m
n
u
e
iz
s
n
e
A kitc h
5.40m in len
w
lo
e
b
n
a
v
c amper

My Tip
Johann Hanusch, Product Manager
KNAUS camper vans

„My clear recommendation: diesel heating.
In order to create storage space, we have
deliberately made the gas bottle smaller. Hot
water and heating with diesel, cook with gas.
This gives you greater independence.“

BOXLIFE 540 HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS    66
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BOXLIFE 540 OVERVIEW

1-4

4

Layouts : 1
Permitted total weight : 3.300 kg
More information can be found at
www.knaus.com/boxlife540
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The little van with loads
of space. It is so great that
everyone has their own space to
relax. Also, if someone discovers
something interesting, they can
instantly share it with the others.

1

BOXLIFE 540

2

BOXLIFE 540

covered with
Panelling is elaboratelyely atmosphere
fabric for a hom

1. S
 pacious living room. The space-saving single bed (bunk
bed optional) ensures that the seating group is particularly
spacious with a sense of space never previously experienced
with a camper van under 5.40m in length.
2. A
 dditional storage space. The compartment above the
front seats provides even greater flexibility.
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW
540

BOXLIFE 540

bench

The quality metal push locks are
built to last a lifetime

An 80-litre
absorber variant
for gas operation is
optionally available

makes these
t
a
h
w
13
e
g
R ead on pa CPL sur faces so special
H PL a n d

Fold able counter top extension with
practical one-hand ed operation

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
540

p a ge 9 5
Disc over on pholstery
wh at th is u ithstand
c an w

kitchenette

BOXLIFE 540
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When cooking isn’t
a hassle. That’s when
your vacation is perfect.
Also, due to the large
sink even washing up
becomes a shared event.

BOXLIFE 540

1

BOXLIFE 540

1. I nnovative kitchenette. The
drawers can be opened in both
directions. Both the inside and
outside merge into each other.
2. P
 ractical kitchen shelf. Every
corner is ideally used and your
utensils are well protected.

2

BOXLIFE 540

al lifting bed
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the back
storage space at

BED & BATH OVERVIEW
540	  

  1-4

with room bath/permanent bath

More information regarding our beds can be found on pages 14 - 19,
and regarding our bathrooms on pages 20 - 23.
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Hello, sunshine! Whilst
Anja has already greeted
the new day and looks
forward to a refreshing
morning shower after a
blissful night’s sleep then
Max can dream on a little
while longer.

BOXLIFE 540

1

BOXLIFE 540

1. P
 ermanent bath variant. With a
permanent bath, the entire room
becomes a shower cabin. Due to an
integrated air chamber, the curtain stays
away from the body.
2. O
 pen bath variant. Part of the passage

ation on both
m
r
fo
in
r
e
h
t
r
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nt s c a n b e
ia
r
a
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m
o
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h
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s 20-23
e
g
a
p
n
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is used as a shower cabin via a partition
with the open bath. An open bath means
you have greater mobility in both the
bathroom and the living area. The sliding
doors also act as a room divider.

2

600
#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

is optionally fitted

offers travellers up to

provides an unparalleled

with a lifting bed

4 exceptionally

amount of storage space

in the back.

comfortable beds.

for a vehicle under 6 m.

e a sy
Exceptionallybottle
gas
access to the max imum
locker for venience
c on

A layout that is good for
taking off. The excellent
furnishings in the 600 mean
that Anja and Max can really
make progress on their seaside
vacation.
Extremely spacious se

ating area

BOXLIFE 600

My Tip
Johann Hanusch, Product Manager
KNAUS camper vans

„Take the innovative lifting bed at the back. It makes
the BOXLIFE 600 as practical and flexible like no other
camper van that has a height of only 2.58 m. Apart
from our BOXLIFE 630, of course.“
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258 cm

205 cm

599 cm

Dynamic foil designs underline
a sporty ch aracter

BOXLIFE 600 OVERVIEW

2-4

4

Layout : 1
Total permissible weight : 3.300 kg
More information can be found at
www.knaus.com/boxlife600
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Maximum comfort factor.
Wherever you look, everything
here has its place. What could be
better than relaxing in a pleasingly
decorated environment after fun
on the beach?
homely atmosphere due to sid e wall
panelling with material cover
1

BOXLIFE 600

2

BOXLIFE 600

1. Miracle of space. Due to its innovative
layout, the seating area in all BOXLIFE
models is as spacious as few others.
2. R
 etractable bench. For greater freedom of
movement, the bench can be widened using
the handle. If necessary, it can even be used
in this position whilst travelling.
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW
600 bench

BOXLIFE 600

The metal push locks are of
especially high quality and are
extremely durable

max imum
Compressor for absorber for
efficiency o f You c an
use with gas : erator
c hoose the refrigs your
th at best su it ents
requ irem
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extended
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Find out ws are so scratc h-res ge 13
on p a
sur face

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
600 galley kitchen

BOXLIFE 600
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A treat for all the
senses. The best recipe
for a great meal? If you
ask Max, it’s clear: fresh
fruit, a great woman
alongside you, and a
tasteful environment.
This quality kitchen
means he finds all the
necessary ingredients.
BOXLIFE 600

1

BOXLIFE 600

Every corner
Is id eally used
BOXLIFE 600

3

1. Q
 uality 2-flame cooker. With
electrical ignition for maximum
ease of use.
2. M
 ultifunctional drawers. They
can be opened in both directions.
This means the drawers can be
easily used both from the inside
or the outside.
3. C
 lear operating panels. Battery
level, tank level, heating control.
Everything is in a central location
above the sliding door.

2

144 cm

134 cm
194 cm

BED & BATH OVERVIEW
600	  

  2-4

with room bath/permanent bath

More information regarding our beds can be found on pages 14 - 19,
and regarding our bathrooms on pages 20 - 23.

BOXLIFE 600
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Relaxation to take
away. The mobile
wellness oasis puts a
smile on Anja’s face.
Function and design are
perfectly combined in
the spacious bathroom.

BOXLIFE 600

BOXLIFE 600

2

1. O
 pen bath variant. Plenty of room
due to intelligent use of space.
More information regarding both
bathroom variants can be found
on pages 20-23.
2. R
 etractable lifting bed. Whether
alone or in a pair, the optional,
expanding lifting bed makes
both possible. Due to its slatted
frame and quality mattress, it is
comparable to the fixed beds in
terms of comfort when sleeping.

1

630
#NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT...

provides plenty of space

is equipped

offers unrivalled

due to an external length

with a unique

storage space due to its

of 6.30 metres.

lifting single bed.

innovative layout.

A structure for sporty people.
The BOXFIFE 630, with its
practical lifting bed in the back is
ideal for your mountain bike tour
through the Swiss mountains.
This means the bikes easily fit
into the storage space.

BOXLIFE 630
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My Tip
Johann Hanusch, Product Manager
KNAUS camper vans

„My recommendation is also clear with the
BOXLIFE 630: the height-adjustable single beds.
It doesn’t just provide excellent comfort whilst
sleeping, but also has a lot of space, such as for storing
your valuable bikes.“
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258 cm

636 cm
205 cm

BOXLIFE 630 OVERVIEW

2-4

4

Layout : 1
Total permissible weight : 3.500 kg
More information can be found at
www.knaus.com/boxlife630
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What a dynamic package. Max
looks pretty good as well. It goes
without saying that there’s a wink
or two as Anja enjoys the modern
design in the living area.

1

BOXLIFE 630

2

BOXLIFE 630

fabric
h
t
i
w
e
c
c h sur fa
p l a st i c
Soft-tounstead of c heap
cover i

1. T
 he genuine space miracle. Due to the
innovative arrangement of the supply
technology, the seating area is more
spacious than most other camper vans.
2. V
 ariable table. If the table is turned out
into this position, then a kitchenette
appears with a large counter top.
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW
630

BOXLIFE 630

bench

A practical camper
van for lots of vacation
equipment
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KKITCHEN OVERVIEW
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galley kitchen

BOXLIFE 630
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Tasteful on the inside
or the outside. Due
to the multi-functional
drawers Anja and Max
also have access from
the outside to cutlery,
delicacies, etc.

BOXLIFE 630

1

BOXLIFE 630

2

1. V
 ariable drawers. They can be readily used
from both the inside or the outside.
2. E
 laborate furniture construction. Extremely
stable hinges, full carcase cupboards, and
loads of storage space. Such high quality can
be readily seen and felt.
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180 cm
181 cm
200 cm

BED & BATH OVERVIEW
630	  

  2-4

with room bath/permanent bath

More information regarding our beds can be found on pages 14 - 19,
and regarding our bathrooms on pages 20 - 23.

BOXLIFE 630
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Looks good, feels
good. The bathroom is
ideally arranged, so that
everything has its place
without the need to look
for it for a long time.
That means more time
for a good shave.

BOXLIFE 630

1

BOXLIFE 630

2

1. O
 pen bath variant. Large washbasin, rotating
toilet, and daylight for maximum convenience.
Further information regarding both bathroom
variants can be found on pages 20-23.
2. S
 hower enclosure in open bath. The variable
shower cabin ingeniously uses the passage
so that you can enjoy greater freedom of
movement. The open bath doors can be used
as partitions and create a sense of privacy.

OUR UPHOLSTERY
VARIANTS
Design the interior of your camper van in line with your taste
with our varied upholstery and fabric options. Our ACTIVE
LINE upholstery features reliable stain protection whilst also
being water and oil-repellent. A glass of red outside? Sure, if
you wish. However, that’s not due to being worried of staining
the furniture.
BOXSTAR UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

(see pa ge 42)
It works well with lavender (see pa ge 52)
and panc akes

INDIAN SUMMER

ENERGY

TURIN

ACTIVE ROCK*

ACTIVE ROYALE*

LAS VEGAS

Italy,
It mad e a name for itself inin
as you can see on pa ge 32
BOXSTA R 540

Series options

*ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)

Style of upholstery depends on series.

10.0.85090Hohenstein

KNAUS UPHOLSTERY, PAINTS & COZY HOME PACKAGES    94

BOXLIFE UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

FRESH MINT
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es in Belgium :
Looks just as good in Austria as it do
Take a look on pages 68 and 78

TURIN

ACTIVE ROCK*

y
th is upholster 8
d
o
o
g
w
o
h
r
e
Disc ov
n p a ge 8
variant looks o
ACTIVE ROYALE*

LAS VEGAS

We have the fabrics
for your life of travel

HIGH-TECH FURNITURE FABRICS

Anti-bacterial

ACTIVE LINE upholstery is water and oil-repellent, and
extremely easy to maintain. Liquids do not immediately
penetrate, and the overwhelming majority of stains can
be easily removed with a damp cloth.

Stain protector

Breathable

Water and
oil-repellent

Easy to maintain

Make your vacation as colourful
as you wish
With our paints, you have the choice from classic pure white to
a deep red metallic finish to inspiring shades of blue. They are all
durable and particularly scratch-resistant.
PAINTS

active even
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GOLDEN WHITE (METALLIC)

COLOUR VARIANTS
We have a wide range of colours - is it difficult
to decide right away? Take your time.
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IC)
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4

2

A lso includ ed : two
exceptionally so ft blan

kets

5

6

1. EARTH
2. STONE
3. PEACH

r u nn e r
Su itable table c henette
for the kit

4. AQUA
5. AVOCADO
6. MAGNOLIA

DO YOU LIKE US
Are you already aware of our comprehensive brand world?
From the exclusive mein.KNAUS Customer Magazine for
club members, to great fan articles for your vacation, and
interesting contributions on the Internet and on our social
media channels - we’re available for you regardless.
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Excellent fan shop

IDEAL NETWORK
FOR TRAVELLING
Thousands of great things that make your vacation even better. With
our partners you can find many practical things - from air-conditioning
systems to extremely durable camping crockery. Also, due to our
international network of dealers you can find us anywhere in the world.
DEALERSHIPS
Our KNAUS camper vans are represented worldwide in almost

be
ti on c an
a
m
r
o
f
n
i
More n a us.c om
at d e a ler.k

30 countries with over 200 brand partners.

fo und

Iceland

Japan
Australia
Finland
Norway

As

la
we l

s

Russia
Sweden

Denmark
Ireland
Great Britain

Netherlands
Belgium

Poland

Germany

Luxembourg

Czech
Republic
Austria

Switzerland

Slovakia
Hungary

Romania

Slovenia

France
Bulgaria
Italy
  Spain
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supply

Ideal quality for supplies on the road
can be found here. The intelligent
Truma iNet System enables you to

Q ua lity he atin g
systems

easily control your air-conditioning
and heating systems, as well as the gas
supply, via an app.

Easily controlled
via an app

PIONEER
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diversions - you are on the safe side with
the Pioneer NavGate EVO. The seamlessly
integrated navigation and entertainment
system comes fitted with integrated
DAB+ receiver and is intuitive to use.

l v ia
Vo ic e c ontro
sma r tp h one
FRANKANA FREIKO
To really arrive on holiday, there are
things that should not be missing
from the campsite. Trust quality
products from Frankana Freiko, a

FRANKANA FREIKO

KNAUS partner.
1

New in the product range at shop.knaus.com

1. Saucepan set SKIPPER 8+1*
2

ju
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t levels

article no. 51 013 | € 69,90

2. Cutlery set COSMIC, 12 pcs.*
article no. 51 014 | € 37,90

3. Mugs set of 4, blue*
article no. 651/020 | € 19,90

4

5

4. Camping table Linear 115 WPF*
article no. 51 012 | € 109,90

5. Camping chair Kerry Phantom*
anthracite, article no. 651/019 | € 89,90

4 per set

6. Footrest Kerry Phantom*
3

anthracite, article no. 601/143 | € 33,90
* available from January 2018
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shop.knaus.com

Become a part of the KNAUS
Community and talk to us:
facebook.knaus.com

At the time of printing (07/2017) information regarding the scope of delivery, dimensions, and weights as well as the appearance are based on our current state
of knowledge. We reserve the right to make amendments to equipment, technical data, the scope of delivery, and prices. After contracts have been concluded,
technical amendments to the structure are reserved provided that they are made due to technical progress and are reasonable for the customer. Minor changes
in condition and in colour are also - after conclusion of contracts - reserved provided that these could not be avoided due to the nature of the material, and that
they are reasonable for the customer. Please note that some of the images contained in this catalogue may include alternative designs or optional extras and
accessories that incur an extra cost. Colours may appear altered due to the printing process. Before purchasing a vehicle, please consult a suitable authorized
dealer who can provide you with comprehensive information and advice about all the latest models. The decorations illustrated in the catalogue are not included
in the scope of delivery. Please also consult the information contained in the current price list, particularly with regard to weights, vehicle load capacities and
tolerances. May only be reproduced in whole or in part with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH Errors and omissions excepted.

KNAUS TABBERT GMBH
Helmut-KNAUS-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

Article no. R08115757-EN

Your KNAUS dealer is
looking forward to meeting you!

